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Language Development from Birth to Six Months

      Learning how to talk is a "developmental milestone" reached by most young children.  It is a task

that begins at birth and continues throughout one's life.  There is much that can be done to foster young

infants' language development in the first six months of life.  Besides understanding what happens in the

early stages of language development, parents, caregivers and other adults can promote and encourage

early communicative efforts by being caring, responsive, and interactive.

     Infants go through several stages or levels of language development before they begin to understand

words or form their first words.  Infants' first communication is through their crying.  Through interaction

with others, the baby learns that crying will be responded to and over time learns to cry in different ways

in order to make his/her needs known.  It is critical to remember that at this stage, as well as later, to

respond to the crying infant and attend to his/her needs.  It is not possible to be "too responsive" to an

infant nor does responding to a crying baby lead to a "spoiled" child.

    When a baby is 1 to 2 months old, s/he begins to coo.  Cooing involves self-comforting, non-crying

sounds.  This is when we hear infants make sounds such as "oooooo" or "aaahhhh".  Babies are very

happy when adults talk back to them or imitate their "ooo"s and "aaah"s and may smile invitingly and

vocalize to start such a "conversation".  Cooing is followed by consonant-vowel patterned sounds such

as "ba ba" or "da da", and then high-pitched screeching (which many infants do with much glee).

    By about six months, babbling begins.  When infants babble, they begin to experiment with the

feelings of the sounds their own voices make and will babble while alone or with others.  Babbling

involves playing with sound and babies will "test" how loud or quiet they can be and will try different

pitches with their babbles.  In fact, Sachs (1992) found that babbling babies may use stress and
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intonation in a consistent manner when referring to their parents, favorite toys, and other important

people and objects in their worlds.  This means that a baby will use a certain babble to call to his/her

mother and a different kind of babble when calling out to the family dog.

     There are numerous activities parents and other adults can use to help babies communicate.  Talking

often with the baby is the first important thing to remember to do.  Talk about and even "discuss" with

the infant what you are doing while you are doing it, such as diapering, preparing a bottle or about what

the baby might be doing when looking at a toy or making bubbles with saliva.  Talking with and to the

infant can become natural and spontaneous.  Research conducted by Huttenlocher and others (1991)

and McCartney (1986) found positive relationships between later language outcomes and babies who

heard more talk directed to them by adults compared to those babies that did not receive such talk.

    Even more important than what you say to an infant, is "how" you say it.  Your voice's tone and your

facial expressions will reflect your true emotions.  Saying that you are happy to see the baby in a bored

voice and with a frown on your face will not communicate to the baby that you are happy to see

him/her.

     Singing to an infant is a fun way to elicit the infant's attention since it is "different" from speaking. 

Songs such as "Baa baa black sheep" and other childhood favorites or more contemporary songs work

equally as well.   Along with singing, play games that use repetition.  Some all time baby favorites

include peek-a-boo or "how big is baby?".  Over time, the infant learns to expect that a certain "sound"

goes with a certain situation.  For example, an infant learns that her arms are raised when the adult says

happily, "So big!".

    To enhance learning to talk, infants need time with adults who are sensitive and responsive to both
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their moods and ways of playing in one-on-one interactions.  You can stimulate conversations yourself

or respond to the infant's conversational attempts.  Almost any cue or signal from the infant can be taken

as an initiation to converse with you or as a response to your initiation.  These signals include such things

as cooing, babbling, smiling, kicking a leg or widening of the eyes.  Thus, it is important to spend time

centered exclusively on the infant; to maintain eye contact, to note the baby's reactions to your different

facial expressions, and to enjoy the shared time.  From this kind of "conversation", babies learn that

when they try to communicate, they will get a response and that these conversations are important to the

adult.

     Research shows that adults talk to babies differently than when talking to other adults; this kind of

speech is often referred to as "child directed" speech.  Besides talking differently to infants, adults talk

differently to toddlers, preschoolers and school-age children.   Some of these differences include:

making more eye contact with the infant, having an expressive face, using a higher pitch (the younger the

child, the higher the pitch), speaking at a slower rate and even exaggerating words.  Adults may also use

word substitutions such as "kitty" for "cat", or "tummy" for "stomach".   Child directed speech holds

babies' attention and usually comes naturally if one focuses upon the infant and his/her reactions.

    By about six months of age, infants begin to understand the turn-taking that goes on between the

adult and her/himself when conversing - the infant begins to understand that after s/he communicates

something s/he must wait for a response and then can "say" something else.  Such conversations can be

thought of as an elaborate dance with each partner doing her/his share to continue the dancing.  The

adult must intentionally pause after talking to give the baby the time needed to respond and in turn,

needs to pay attention to these responses.  What is accepted at first as a response from the baby could
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be a burp, gurgle or coo.  Once an infant is babbling, an adult may begin to ignore the burps and gurgles

and only accept a babble as the infant's conversational turn.

  Research by Morisset and others (1990) found that babies' language development is enhanced when

they experience many conversations that are more positive in tone and that include questions (even if

they can't be answered).  Questions such as "Shall we change your diaper?", or "Wow, do you think

that is a doggy over there?" can be the start of another stimulating conversation with the young infant.

    Another way to stimulate language development is through a process known as "joint reference"

(Adamson, 1995).  Joint reference occurs when both baby and adult are looking at the same object or

event.  The adult follows the infant's gaze and either labels or comments on what the baby is looking at. 

For example, as an infant examines a rattle, the adult might say "My, that rattle certainly has many

colors!".  Or, when a baby points to something or holds up an object, the adult could respond in the

same manner.

     There are many opportunities in a baby's day to take advantage of joint referencing including times of

bathing, diapering or feeding.  Adults can talk with the infant about what s/he sees or about what is

happening - thus, joint reference is established and maintained.  It is within these experiences, that the

adult is actually teaching the infant about his/her world by providing the words that go with an object or

event.  The baby learns that there is a connection between words and things.  While at first the adult

follows the baby's gaze, at about six months, babies are able to observe an adult's gaze, look in the

same direction and look at the same object.  Here, too, is another opportunity to exclaim about what

you are both looking at.  Experiences involving joint reference have been found to predict children's

understanding of words (receptive language) as well as their spoken vocabulary (expressive language) -
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there is positive association between the amount of joint referencing experienced by the infant (and later,

the child) and both receptive and expressive vocabulary scores (Tomassello and Farrar, 1986).

    Another way adults can stimulate language development in young infants is through reading and

sharing books beginning when babies are born.  With the very young infant, you may look at only one

page of a book - in time, you can look together at two or more.  Turning the pages, labeling pictures

and describing what is happening all lead to vocabulary and grammar development.  Cuddling together

to read and share books is a very pleasant and comforting time for both you and the infant.  These very

early enjoyable experiences can lead to a life-time love of reading.  When there are plenty of books

available, an infant may even try to look at the pictures in books on his/her own.  Book reading to

children is positively associated with the development of vocabulary (Stevenson and Fredman, 1990). 

Similarly, Whitehurst and others (1994) found that reading and discussing books promotes vocabulary

and grammar development.

    The first six months of life are an exhilarating time filled with exciting events for both infants and the

adults who interact with them.  When these first six months are filled with talk, conversations, and

books, the infant has a good start on the road to true communication.
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